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Abstract:
In this paper we study how managerial delegation schemes in a duopoly product
market interact with wage decisions taken by a monopoly central (industry-wide)
union in the labour market. We analyse a model where, at the first stage, firms’
owners optimally choose for their managers a delegation contract that can be “sales
delegation” or “relative profit delegation”; at the second stage, the union fixes the
wage for all (non-managerial) workers in the industry; and finally, at the third stage,
managers compete in the product market. Interestingly, our results prove to be more
varied with respect to findings by the managerial delegation literature with
exogenous production costs for firms. Most notably, it is pointed out that, in
equilibrium, both firm profitability and welfare outcomes can be superior under both
sales delegation and relative profit delegation, depending on various factors such as
the degree of product differentiation and the competition regime.
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Introduction

Since the seminal work by Berle and Means (1932), economists have recognised that in large
companies ownership and control are separate, and managers may be driven not just by pure profit
maximisation, but also by, for example, sales maximisation (e.g. Baumol 1958). Furthermore,
several works have considered the impact of manipulating managerial behaviour in duopoly games
by incentive contracts in order to attain a strategic advantage. Particularly, Fersthman (1985),
Vickers (1985), Fersthman and Judd (1987) and Sklivas (1987) studied two-stage delegation games
where, in the first stage, the firm’s owner chooses an incentive scheme for the manager based on a
linear combination of profits and sales and, in the second stage, the manager competes in an
oligopoly game. Paradoxically, they show that under Cournot competition in the product market,
owners will choose to put a positive weight on both profits and sales, in order to direct their
managers to a more aggressive behaviour in the market.1 Salas-Fumás (1992) and Miller and Pazgal
(2001, 2002) considered the managerial delegation two-stage game but admit that, in the first stage,
manager incentive schemes can be based on the weighted sum of the firm’s profit and its rival’s
profit, that is, it can refer to relative profit (or performance).2 Their key result is that relative
performance can be used as a strategic commitment device that can increase firm profits as opposed
to a standard Cournot framework where firms directly choose output to maximise their own profits.
Furthermore, more recent works (Jansen et al. 2009; van Witteloostuijn et al. 2007; Manasakis et al.
2010) compared the impact of sales delegation and relative performance incentive schemes on firm
profits and market outcomes showing that, for a wide range of situations, firm owners are better off
(i.e. profits are higher) with relative profit delegation, while the reverse holds true for consumers
and society as a whole (i.e. consumer surplus and social welfare are higher under sales delegation).
Together with managerial delegation, another important feature that widely characterises
modern economies is that labour markets are often unionised. However, one salient dimension that
differentiates unionisation structures is the degree of wage setting centralisation (Calmfors and
1

Starting with Baker et al. (1988), Jensen and Murphy (1990) and Lambert et al. (1991), there have been a

number of empirical studies confirming that CEO compensation is positively associated with both profits and
sales.
2

Empirical support for top executive compensation based on relative performance evaluation has been

provided first by Gibbons and Murphy (1990), Barro and Barro (1990) and Janakiraman et al. (1992).
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Driffill 1988; Freeman 1988; Layard and Nickell 1999; Flanagan 1999). In industry, decentralised
wage setting, involving firm-specific unions, is commonly contrasted with a completely centralised
system, in which an industry-wide union sets a standard wage for the entire industry. In this respect,
there are substantial differences between countries as well as industries and, as suggested by Booth
(1995, p. 95), “[i]t appears to be an empirical regularity that imperfections in the labor market are
correlated with imperfections in the product market”.
Indeed, there are theoretical reasons as well as several empirical works suggesting that union
power, as indicated by a combination of union density and centralisation, is positively related to the
degree of industrial concentration. This is because the characteristics of concentrated industries
increase the likelihood of union success at an industry level as well as maintaining its monopolistic
position over time (see, for example, Wallerstein 1999 in addition to the seminal papers by Segal
1964 and Weiss 1966). A positive relationship between union power and industrial concentration is
also consistent with the dominant (although not unanimous) view that wages tend to be higher in
more concentrated industries (e.g. Blanchflower 1986; Dickens and Katz 1987; Belman 1988).3
Belman (1988), for instance, showed that the elasticity of wages with respect to market
concentration (concentration effect) is positive and much of the concentration effect is indirect, i.e.
mediated through unionisation. Finally, there are reasons why workers are organized in a single
encompassing union when all firms in the industry recruit workers from an integrated labour market
with a high degree of worker mobility (Horn and Wolinsky 1988a).
In addition to its empirical relevance in concentrated industries (such as duopolies), a
centralised wage setting system is also important from a theoretical viewpoint. Indeed, Dhillon and
Petrakis (2002) maintained that under quite general conditions a well-known “wage rigidity result”
applies: as long as negotiations are centralised at an industry level, wages are the same
irrespectively of a wide range of product characteristics (i.e. the degree of product differentiation,
the number of competing firms and the competition regime) as well as institutional features (i.e.
bargaining over wages alone or over both wages and employment).4 However, by considering
3

Starting with Rees (1977), there are also works that reject the idea that more concentrated industries will

pay higher wages than less concentrated industries.
4

The central monopoly union (common input monopoly supplier), considered in this work, is a limiting case

(with union having all the bargaining power vis-à-vis firms) of such a situation, hence the wage rigidity
result provided by Dhillon and Petrakis (2002) also clearly refers to this case.
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profit-maximising firms in the product market, Dhillon and Petrakis (2002) do not tackle
managerial delegation. Nonetheless, as discussed above, managerial delegation is an important
institutional feature in real world markets. Thus it is worth extending their analysis in order to
assess the impact of different managerial incentive schemes. Particularly, examining whether the
“wage rigidity result” of Dhillon and Petrakis (2002) holds true even when firms delegate strategic
decisions to managers, manipulating them through alternative incentive contracts, is relevant to the
concerns of industrial organization, labour economics and management strategy.
This paper deals with this issue by considering a duopoly industry where strategic decisions
are delegated by firm owners (or, alternatively, boards of directors) to managers, while the wages
for non-managerial workers are uniform across firms since they are (strategically) set by a
monopoly centralised (industry-wide) union. By developing a three-stage game framework, we
bring together two different strands of the industrial organization literature: managerial delegation
and the growing literature on unionised oligopolies (e.g. Horn and Wolinsky 1988b; Dowrick 1989;
Naylor 1999; Correa-López and Naylor 2004; Lommerud et al. 2005; Correa-López 2007;
Symeonidis 2010). In particular, we will study a basic framework where, in the first stage, firm’
owners delegate strategic decisions and choose incentive contracts for managers; in the second
stage, the union fixes the wage of all workers in the industry; and finally, in the third stage,
managers compete in a Cournot framework.5
We then analyse how alternative managerial incentive schemes interact differently with the
union’s wage decision, as well as how this affects the equilibrium wage in the industry (this allows
us to assess the generality in this context of the “wage rigidity result” by Dhillon and Petrakis 2002),
equilibrium profits and welfare outcomes (enabling us to compare our findings with those obtained
by the previous literature on managerial delegation where firms’ production costs are exogenously
given). We will concentrate on managerial delegation under two alternative incentive contracts,
namely sales delegation (S contracts) and relative profit delegation (RP contracts). As already
5

Note that the union maximisation problem parallels the one facing a profit maximising upstream monopoly

that is allowed to set the price of an input it supplies to downstream firms. Furthermore, while we provide
our results in relation to the monopoly (central) union case, it is worth stressing that such results also hold
true by continuity in a wage bargaining model, provided that the union bargaining power is sufficiently high
(the monopoly union case is adopted in the unionised oligopoly literature by, e.g., Brekke 2004 and
Lommerud et al. 2005).
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discussed, these schemes are particularly interesting in terms of their empirical relevance as well as
their prominent role in the theoretical literature.6
Our results only partially confirm the received literature. Firstly, we show that under RP
contracts, the equilibrium wage set by the central union does not depend on the weight chosen by
the firm owners for the bonus payment to their managers. Furthermore, it exactly replicates that
obtained under no-delegation, in which firms choose output to maximise profits. By contrast, the
equilibrium wage under sales delegation depends on weights in managerial incentive contracts and
is higher than the wage under RP contracts. Hence, the “wage rigidity result” only partially holds
true in our framework: it remains valid if we compare the result obtained under RP contracts vis-àvis the result for the no-delegation case, but it no longer applies if we introduce S contracts into the
analysis.
Secondly, in line with the results obtained in the literature, the introduction of managerial
delegation, regardless of sales delegation or relative profit delegation, always penalises profits but
improves social welfare. Furthermore, profits are more strongly penalised under S contracts.
However, while standard results suggest that overall welfare is higher with S than RP contracts,
under centralised unionisation (endogenous wage) the reverse applies.
We also extend the basic framework, where above results are initially derived, in different
directions. Firstly, we introduce product differentiation under both Cournot and Bertrand
competition. As Singh and Vives (1984) and Spulber (1989) originally pointed out, in differentiated
products duopolies equilibrium outcomes generally depend on whether the firms compete in prices
or quantities and on whether the goods are substitutes or complements. In our case, when firms
6

In a standard managerial delegation framework (i.e. with exogenous production costs), van Witteloostuijn

et al. (2007) compare these schemes in a model with bargaining between owners and managers over
managerial contracts. Note that we also adopt the terminology of van Witteloostuijn et al. (2007) (as well as
Jansen et al. 2009): we refer to sales delegation in relation to schemes based on a combination of profits and
output (see also Vickers 1985). According to Fershtman and Judd (1987) and Sklivas (1987) on the other
hand, sales delegation in other works also refers to a combination of profits and revenue. In addition, Jansen
et al. (2007) propose a two-stage delegation model based on profits and market shares, and Jansen et al.
(2009) and Manasakis et al. (2010) compare such a scheme against sales delegation and relative profit
delegation. We defer to future research the analysis in our (three-stage) unionised framework of the case with
market shares delegation.
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compete in quantities, the unconventional result that overall welfare is always higher under RP
contracts is confirmed. Instead, in terms of firms’ profitability, results are more varied. Profits are
larger (smaller) with RP contracts than without managerial delegation whenever products are
complements (substitutes). We also obtain a novel result that when products are neither strong
complements nor strong substitutes, the most preferred (i.e. profitable) incentive scheme by firms is
sales delegation. This is linked to the fact that unless products are strong substitutes, the wage
chosen by the union is lower when firms adopt S contracts.
When firms compete in terms of price, profits are larger (smaller) without managerial delegation
than with RP contracts, whenever products are complements (substitutes). On the other hand, as in
the case of quantity competition, if products are neither strong complements nor strong substitutes,
firms make the highest profits by means of sales delegation. Social welfare as well as output
(employment) and union utility are always higher without managerial delegation. However, when
managerial delegation applies, sales delegation outperforms RP contracts in terms of overall
efficiency, only when the degree of product substitutability is sufficiently high.7
Finally, we modify the basic framework (Cournot duopoly with homogeneous goods) by
admitting that, in the three-stage game described above, the central union moves first, which may be
motivated by the pivotal role (as a common input monopoly supplier) it plays in this context. In this
scenario, results drastically change and, most interestingly, more “conventional” outcomes are
restored. In line with Dhillon and Petrakis (2002), the equilibrium wage chosen by the central union
does not depend on the particular incentive scheme chosen by firm owners (and nor does whether or
not a managerial delegation applies). In addition, profits are higher under RP than S contracts, while
workers and society as a whole are better off under sales delegation.
Despite the huge increase in studies over the last two decades in the literature regarding
managerial delegation and unionised oligopolies, cross-fertilization between such prominent strands
of IO theory is still rare. Szymanski (1994) first extended the managerial delegation model by
introducing wage bargaining between firm owners and firm-specific unions. His study showed that,
with respect to the previous literature, owners set incentives closer to profit maximisation than to
7

We also show that, under RP, Bertrand competition leads to exactly the same equilibrium outcomes as

Cournot competition, which generalises Miller and Pazgal’s (2001) well-known “equivalence result”
between competition modes under relative profit delegation to a three-stage delegation game with centralised
unionisation (endogenous production costs).
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sales maximisation and that increasing union power may increase the profitability of the firm. On
the other hand, Bughin (1995) considered a two-stage game, in which, in the first stage, wages are
bargained between firms and unions and, in the second stage, output decisions are made
cooperatively by the owner (who maximises profits) and the manager (who maximises sales).8
While both Szymanski (1994) and Bughin (1995) focus exclusively on decentralised modes of
wage setting with firm-specific unions, Fanti and Meccheri (2012) considers centralised
unionisation in order to assess the relative performance of alternative institutional wage setting
regimes in a model with managerial delegation.9 In particular, we showed the opposite role played
by the introduction of managerial delegation according to the different unionisation structure: while
under an industry-wide union, managerial delegation leads to sale incentives, lower profits and
higher consumer surplus as well as overall welfare, in the presence of decentralised (firm-specific)
unions, all these results are reversed. More interestingly, we highlighted that introducing managerial
delegation makes the unionisation structure neutral in relation to consumer surplus and overall
efficiency.
However, like Szymanski (1994) and Bughin (1995), we previously focused on sales delegation
alone, while neglecting relative profit delegation. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, the present
paper is the first work that studies relative profit delegation in a model with endogenous production
costs and (central) unionisation, by comparing results obtained under this type of managerial
scheme against those related to sales delegation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic framework is presented
and a benchmark case is analysed, in which firms do not delegate output decisions to managers (or,
alternatively, delegate output decisions but use incentive contracts only based on profits). In Section
8

Recent studies tackle a related, but different issue, namely strategic delegation in wage bargaining.

Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2006) consider the possibility that surplus-maximising unions delegate wage
bargaining to wage-maximising delegates (such as senior union members) and analyse how this affects
incentives for mergers by firm owners. Liao (2010), instead, investigates the choice of a firm’s delegate
(either the owner or the manager) in bargaining wages and employment with a union under a unionised
duopoly. Finally, Chatterjee and Saha (2011) provide a more general model with bilateral delegation, that is,
one that encompasses the possibility of both firm and union delegation.
9

Indeed, Szymanski himself recognised that analyzing the role of an industry wide union is an important

issue that deserves further investigation (see Szymanski 1994, p. 114).
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3, we outline our main results in a three-stage game with centralised unionisation and alternative
managerial delegation schemes, namely S contracts and RP contracts. In Section 4, we extend these
results to product differentiation, price competition and reversal of the sequence of moves. Finally,
Section 5 presents the conclusions, and further details are provided in the appendix.

2

The model

2.1

Basic framework

We adopt a managerial delegation basic framework, which is partially modelled along the lines of
van Witteloostuijn et al. (2007) and Jansen et al. (2009), where we introduce the presence of a
centralised labour union in determining workers’ wages. We consider a duopolistic market where
two identical firms produce a homogeneous product and compete over quantities (Cournot). The
inverse demand is given by:
(1)

p(Q) = 1"Q

where p denotes price and Q is the sum of the output levels qi and qj produced by the two firms
!
(with i, j = 1, 2 and i ≠ j).10
Both firms use only labour to produce according to a production function with constant
returns qi = Li , where Li represents the number of workers employed by firm i. The i-th firm faces
an average and marginal cost w i < 1 for every unit of output produced so that its cost function is
!

given by:
(2)

!
!
Ci (qi ) = w i Li = w i qi

while its profits, denoted by " i , are:
!
10

Note that the standard model with inverse demand p' = a – bQ' can be transformed into this normalised

! p = p'/a and Q = (b/a)Q'.
model simply by using

7

(3)

" i = ( pi # w i )qi

which, taking (1) into account, becomes " i = (1# Q # w i )qi . We assume that w i , the wage per unit of
!
labour (i.e. the marginal cost), is unilaterally chosen by a centralised union, which fixes a uniform
wage for the industry as a whole (i.e. w i = w j = w ). The union’s utility function is given by:11
!
!
(4)

V = (w " w°)(Li + L j ) = (w " w°)Q
!

where w° is the reservation wage, that is, the wage that could be earned in the competitive sector of
!
the economy. Note that this functional form encompasses both the case of a total wage bill
maximising union (with w° = 0) and that in which the union is rent-maximising (when w° > 0).
Remarkably, in the latter case, the union maximisation problem is equivalent to the issue faced by a
profit maximising upstream monopoly that is allowed to set the price of a common input it supplies
to downstream firms.
We assume that each firm’s owner hires a manager and delegates the output decision to this
manager. Each manager receives a fixed salary plus a bonus element, which is related to a weighted
combination between firm profits and other performance measures. We consider two possible
alternative incentive schemes including, together with profits, either the firm’s own sales (S
contracts) or the rival’s profits (RP contracts), respectively (van Witteloostuijn et al. 2007; Jansen et
al. 2009). Note that we assume that the nature of the remuneration scheme is exogenous in this
context. For instance, as pointed out by Jansen et al. (2009, p. 142), this may be related to the fact
that remuneration is determined by norms and rules specific to the country where both firms operate.
Formally, when firms adopt sales delegation, if firm i’s profits are positive – otherwise there
is no bonus – manager i receives a bonus that is proportional to:
(5)

11

S

S

S

ui = " i + bi qi = (1# Q # w + bi )qi

! is a specific case of the more general Stone-Geary utility function (e.g. Pencavel 1984, 1985;
This

Mezzetti and Dinopoulos 1991; Dowrick and Spencer 1994; Petrakis and Vlassis 2000).
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S

where bi is the incentive parameter that is chosen by firm i’s owner and may be either positive or
negative depending on whether the owner provides incentives or disincentives to the manager’s
choice of output (sales).12 Specifically, if bi ≠ 0, the firm i’s manager moves away from strict
S

!

profit-maximisation towards including the consideration of sales. This implies that he/she becomes
S

S

a more ( bi > 0) or less ( bi < 0) aggressive seller in the market.
!
Under relative profit delegation, instead, a manager i receives a bonus that is proportional to:

!
(6)

!
RP
RP
RP
ui = " i # bi " j = (1# Q # w)(qi # bi q j )

RP

S

where bi can be either positive or negative, so that similar considerations as for bi apply: when
!
RP
bi > 0, the firm becomes more aggressive, putting more weight on profit differences; conversely,
RP

!

! when bi < 0, the firm becomes more “cooperative”. However, as pointed!out by Miller and Pazgal
(2002, p. 55), since biRP> 1 would imply that the manager is more concerned with his/her rival
!

than with the performance of his/her own firm, and it is reasonable to believe that managers do not
actually behave in this manner, in what follows we will assume and focus on the case with biRP ∈ (1, 1).13

12

We also follow the standard assumption of the managerial delegation theory that the fixed component

(salary) of the manager's compensation is chosen by the firm’s owner, so that the manager gets exactly
his/her opportunity cost, which is normalised to zero (see Miller and Pazgal 2002 for an alternative
interpretation).
13

There are another two points of interest. First, note that (6) is equivalent to (1 – biRP)πi + biRP(πi – πj).

Secondly, passing from (6) to πi + biRP' (πi – πj), whose form is more in line with (5), is straightforward. This
can be done by means of biRP' = biRP/(1 – biRP), according to which, for biRP ∈ (-1, 1), biRP and biRP' maintain
the same qualitative properties (i.e. the sign). More importantly, equilibrium market outcomes under relative
profit delegation, which are involved in our comparisons with the sales delegation, are exactly the same
using (6), which is what we do in what follows (in line with Jansen et al. 2009), or instead the alternative
expression with biRP'.
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2.2

A benchmark case

For the following comparisons and discussion, it is useful to derive, in our “unionised” framework,
the equilibrium outcomes for profit-maximising firms, that is, when firms do not delegate output
decisions to managers. This can also be interpreted as owners delegating decisions to their
managers and using incentive contracts based on pure profits only (PP contracts).
To derive equilibrium results for this two-stage game, where in the first stage the union fixes
the wages, while in the second stage, the output is chosen to maximise profits, we consider that firm
i maximises (3) with respect to qi, taking qj and w as given. This leads to the following reaction
function in output space:

(7)

qi (q j ,w) =

!

(8)

1" q j " w
.
2

From (7) and its counterpart for firm j we can obtain firm i’s output for given w as:

qi (w) =

1" w
.
3

By substituting (8) in (4) and maximising with respect to w, we get the following
!
equilibrium value for the wage, where the subscript PP refers to the “pure profits” (or no-delegation)
case:

1
w PP* = "
2

(9)

where " # 1+ w°. By substituting in (8) and (3), we also get the following results for equilibrium
output and profits, respectively:
!

!

1
q PP* = " ;
6

(10)

!

" PP* =

1 2
#
36

!

10

where " # 1$ w°. Finally, taking (4) into account and considering that, in the Cournot equilibrium,
consumer surplus is generically given by CS = 2q2 and overall welfare is W = CS + 2π + V, the
!

following results define welfare outcomes for this case:

1
V PP* = " 2 ;
6

(11)

3

!

CS PP* =

!

1 2
" ;
18

W PP* =

5 2
" .
18

!

The three-stage delegation game

We consider now a three-stage game, in which firms delegate output decisions to managers, while
workers’ wages are fixed by an industry-wide union. The specific sequence of moves for this game
is as follows:14
t=1

Owners decide bonus
weight b of managerial
incentive contracts

t=2

A uniform wage
w is set by an
industry-wide union

t=3

Managers decide
output q

Fig. 1. Sequence of moves

As usual, the game is solved by backward induction. We proceed with the analysis in
accordance with the different managerial bonus structure provided by the owners for their
managers, starting with the S contract case.

14

While the following sequence of moves reflects that adopted in the literature (see, in particular, Szymanski

1994), it could be argued that, owing to its pivotal role in this framework, analysing a situation in which the
union plays the leader role (that is, it moves first) could also make sense. An analysis with this modification
of the basic framework is carried out in Section 4.3.
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3.1

S contracts

In the third stage, firm i’s manager maximises (5) with respect to qi, leading to the following
reaction function:

(12)

qi (q j ,w,bi ) =

1" q j " w + bi
.
2

From (12) it is easy to argue that w – bi may be thought as the marginal cost of production
!
for the manager, so that the manager considers that this marginal cost is lower than the one for the
owner in the benchmark case without delegation.15 As a consequence, the lower the managerial
incentive parameter set by owner i, the higher the aggressiveness of the manager and the higher the
output level chosen by him/her. Furthermore, from (12) and its counterpart for firm j, we obtain
firm i’s output for given w, bi and bj:

(13)

qi (w,bi ,b j ) =

1" w + 2bi " b j
.
3

After substitution of (13), in the second stage, union maximises (4) with respect to w, which
!
leads to:

(14)

w(bi ,b j ) =

2" + bi + b j
.
4

Note that the unionised wage positively depends on the weights placed by the owners on
!
sales. This “wage effect” is due to the fact that, in equilibrium, output (and employment) clearly
increase with the weights on sales. In turn, this drives the central union to increase its wage claim.
By substituting in (3), we get profits as a function of the weight on sales only:
15

As known (Fershtman and Judd 1987; Sklivas 1987), from (12) it is also easy to observe that the S-

compensated manager’s reaction curve is an outward and parallel shift of the respective curve in the
benchmark case.
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(15)

" i (bi ,b j ) =

(2# + 7bi $ 5b j )(2# $ 5bi $ 5b j )
.
144

Now we are in a position to determine the optimal weights on sales. In the first stage, each
!
owner simultaneously chooses b, the weight through which the manager is forced to give the
desired quantity, with the Nash equilibrium describing the outcome. In this game between owners,
each of them knows the profits of each possible third and second-stage game as a function of bi and
bj, as given by (15). By maximising (15) with respect to bi, we get the reaction function for an
owner's choice of bi with respect to bj as:

(16)

bi (b j ) =

2" # 5b j
35

and, in symmetric equilibrium (bi = bj = b), we get:
!
(17)

b S* =

1
"
20

where the subscript S refers to the “sales delegation”. Finally, by substituting for (17), we find the
!
equilibrium results in relation to the wage rate, output and profits, respectively:

(18)

w S* =

1 19
+ ";
20 40

q S* =

7
";
40

" S* =

7 2
#
320

as well as the following welfare outcomes:
!
!
!
(19)

V S* =

!

147 2
" ;
800

!

CS S* =

49 2
" ;
800

W S* =

!

13

231 2
" .
800

3.2

RP contracts

Under RP contracts, in the third stage, each manager maximises (6) with respect to the output,
leading to the following reaction function:

(20)

qi (q j ,w,bi ) =

1" q j (1" bi ) " w
.
2

From (20) we can observe that the reaction curve of the RP-compensated manager implies
!
that he/she considers –qj(1 – bi) as the rival manager’s best response. Hence, the rival’s best
response anticipated by the RP-compensated manager is lower than for an owner in the standard
pure-profits or no-delegation case.16 Therefore the RP-compensated manager (as well as the Scompensated one) also sets the output at a higher level than a firm’s owner. From (20) and its
counterpart for j, we obtain output by firm i, for given w, bi and bj as:

(21)

qi (w,bi ,b j ) =

(1" w)(1+ bi )
.
3 + bi + b j (1" bi )

After the substitution of (21) and the corresponding expression for j, the union unilaterally
!
chooses a uniform wage at the second stage of the game by maximising (4), which leads to:

(22)

1
w RP* = " .
2

Two aspects are worth highlighting in relation to (22), which are stated in the following
!
lemma.

16

In the RP case, the manager’s reaction curve (20) is a rotation through the intercept of the corresponding

one in the benchmark (no-delegation) case (Miller and Pazgal 2002).
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Lemma 1. Under relative profit delegation, the equilibrium wage set by a central union is
independent of the bonus weights chosen by the owners for their managers. Furthermore, this is in
contrast with what applies under sales delegation (see (14)).
By substituting in the profit equation (3), we get:

(23)

" i (bi ,b j ) =

(2 # $ ) 2 (1+ bi )(1# bib j )
4 [ 3 + bi + b j (1# bi )]

2

and solving for the optimal bonus weight for manager yields the following reaction function in
!
bonus weights space:

(24)

bi (b j ) =

1" b j
1+ 3b j

.

As pointed out by Miller and Pazgal (2002), reaction functions as defined by (24) imply a
!
continuum of equilibria. However, in the standard two-stage delegation game, along the
overlapping reaction curves aggregate industry profits and output are constant, with a different
distribution between the two firms.17 In addition, for all possible solutions of the delegation (first)
stage, there is just one solution for the product market (second) stage. In our three-stage game, since
the equilibrium wage chosen by the union in the second stage does not depend on bonus weights
(see Lemma 1), all the above outcomes of the standard (two-stage) relative profit delegation game
remain true. Thus, our findings extend the indeterminacy result obtained by Miller and Pazgal
(2002) to the three-stage game with the managerial delegation and unionised duopoly.
In accordance with the literature (e.g. Miller and Pazgal 2002; Jansen et al. 2009; Manasakis
et al. 2010), we concentrate on the unique symmetric equilibrium (bi = bj = b) of the first-stage
game, which is:
17

The equilibrium pairs at the extremes of the reaction function entail an output level that replicates the

outcome of a Stackelberg model, in which one of the firms takes the role of leader or follower (Miller and
Pazgal 2002).
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1
b RP* = .
3

(25)

!

This leads to the following outcomes for output, profits and welfare:

3
";
16

(26)

q RP* =

(27)

V RP* =
!

3.3

!

" RP* =

3 2
" ;
16

3 2
#
128

CS RP* =

9 2
" ;
128

W RP* =

39 2
" .
128

!
Outcome comparison
!

!

In this section we compare the outcomes obtained above under alternative bonus schemes for
managers. Moreover, in order to get a better understanding of our results, it is worth highlighting
the following remark (see also the discussion of the literature in the Introduction).
Remark. From the literature on managerial delegation with exogenous production costs, we know
that, under alternative bonus schemes, the following rankings apply (e.g. Jansen et al. 2009):

q S > q RP > q PP ; " PP > " RP > " S ; W S > W RP > W PP .
Now we can turn to our results and, firstly, state the following lemma, which summarises
!
the ranking of the equilibrium outcomes (including those related to the pure-profit, or no-delegation,
case presented in Section 2.2 as a benchmark) in our context.
Lemma 2. In a managerial delegation game in which the wage is set by a central union, by means
of a simple comparison of the equilibrium results obtained above, we can state the following
rankings for output, profits, wage, union utility and overall welfare:

q RP* > q S* > q PP* ; " PP* > " RP* > " S* ; w S* > w PP* = w RP* ; V RP* > V S* > V PP* ; W RP* > W S* > W PP* .

!
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From the rankings of Lemma 2, and by comparing them with those recalled in the Remark
above (the “standard results”), the following outcomes are derived.
Result 1. In an economy with an industry-wide (monopoly) union, the following statements hold
true:
i)

in line with standard results, regardless of whether the managerial bonus structure is S
or RP, the introduction of managerial delegation (that is, shifting from the PP case)
always penalises profits but improves overall welfare. However, while standard results
suggest that overall welfare is higher under sales delegation than under relative profit
delegation, the reverse applies with centralised unionisation;

ii)

the equilibrium wage chosen under managerial delegation and RP contracts exactly
replicates that obtained under no-delegation, in which firms choose output to maximise
(pure) profits. By contrast, the equilibrium wage under sales delegation is higher;

iii)

the rankings of wages and employment under S and RP incentives are at odds. However,
union utility as a whole is higher under relative profit delegation.

It is important to stress the crucial role played by the presence of a union in “reversing” the
standard result that sales delegation always leads to higher output and, as a consequence, to larger
consumer surplus and also overall welfare. Indeed, the result (confirmed here) that under sales
delegation, owners choose to put a positive weight on sales, making their managers more aggressive
in the product market, leads to another important consequence. As already remarked, it also leads
the central union to increase its wage claim. This “wage effect” is absent in a standard managerial
delegation model without unionisation, where wages are assumed to be exogenously given. Also,
we have shown that, even when unionisation is introduced into the analysis, such an effect does not
apply when firms adopt RP contracts. This is because, in this case, the wage chosen in equilibrium
by the union does not depend on the bonus weight (Lemma 1).
Clearly, the wage effect in turn operates against the positive effect played by the bonus on sales.
The final outcome is that the equilibrium output is even lower under S contracts in comparison with
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relative profit delegation. Furthermore, since wages are higher under sales delegation, the standard
result that RP contracts lead to higher profits is confirmed (and even strengthened) in this context.
Finally, even when faced with a wage-employment trade-off, in the end unions also prefer RP to S
contracts . All of this unambiguously implies that overall welfare is lower with sales delegation than
with relative profit delegation.

4

Some extensions

4.1

Product differentiation

In this section we extend the previous analysis to the case in which firms still compete in a Cournot
framework but with differentiated products. We assume that each firm i is faced with the following
(inverse) demand function, which replaces (1) in the analysis:
(28)

pi (qi ,q j ) = 1"qi " #q j

where γ ∈ (-1, 1) represents the degree of product differentiation. Specifically when -1 < γ < 0
!
products are complements (the higher |γ|, the higher the degree of complementarity), for 0 < γ < 1
products are substitutes (the higher γ, the higher the degree of substitutability), while for γ = 0 they
are independent.
In this context, the following outcomes, related to the different cases studied in the previous
section, apply in equilibrium (see Section A.1 in the appendix for derivations).

(29)

PP contracts:

PP*
PP*
1
1
1
7 + 3" 2
1
# ; " PP* =
$2; V
=
# 2; W
=
#
w PP* = " ; q PP* =
2
2(2 + " )
4(2 + # )
2(2 + " )
4(2 + " ) 2
2

!

!

!

!

!
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(30)
b

S contracts: ( A " 14 # $ 2 + 7$ )
S*

!

(31)

6+"
2" 2 + " # 2
1
2# 2 + # $ 2
(6 + # )(10 $ 4 # 2 $ # ) 2
S*
S*
S*
#; " =
=
$; w = " +
%; q =
% ;
2A
A
2
2A
4 A2
!
S*
S*
(6 + " )(12 + " 2 + 8" ) 2
(6 + " )(50 # 5" 2 + 21" ) 2
;
V =
#
W
=
$
2A 2
4 A2
!
!
!
RP contracts:
!
b

RP*

!
"
2+"
(2 + # )(2 $ # ) 2
1
RP*
=
# ; " RP* =
% ;
; w = " ; q RP* =
2+"
8(1+ " )
64(1+ # )
2
V

!

!

RP*

RP*
2+" 2
(2 + " )(14 # " ) 2
# ; W
=
$ .
8(1+ " )
64(1+ " )
!
!

=

From the outcomes summarised above, the following observations can be made. Firstly,
!
!
with reference to the optimal bonus weight b, we get:

(32)

% S* >
>1
'b < 0 if " < 4
&
'b RP* > 0 if " > 0
(
<
<

(

)

17 #1 $ 0.781

.

Under S contracts, firms are more aggressive only when products are sufficiently close
!
substitutes. Otherwise, owners prefer to penalise managers for sales, making them less aggressive
than their rivals. This contrasts with previous works that suggested that under sales delegation the
weight placed by owners on sales is always positive whenever firms compete in quantities and
goods are (perfect or imperfect) substitutes.18
In our framework, however, this different result makes sense. Indeed, we know from Section
3 that two distinct effects influence the weight on sales: the (standard) “competition effect” and the
“wage effect”. Furthermore, when products are perfect substitutes, the former outweighs the latter
since, in equilibrium, the bonus is positive, that is, the conventional result applies (see (17) above).
18

For instance, as pointed out by Fershtman and Judd (1987, fn 7) “[h]ad we assumed our differentiated

producers competed in quantities, then the results would have resembled those of the non-differentiated
Cournot analysis” (see also Manasakis et al. 2010).
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By contrast, when the degree substitutability between products (hence, the degree of strategic
interaction/competition between firms) is very low, the (positive) role played by the competition
effect tends to vanish. Thus, unless goods are close substitutes, the (negative) wage effect will
prevail and, in equilibrium, owners will decide to penalise managers for sales.
Under RP contracts, on the other hand, the sign of b parallels exactly the sign of γ, i.e. firms
are less (more) aggressive when products are complements (substitutes), which is in line with
previous results on managerial delegation with exogenous costs (see, in particular, Miller and
Pazgal 2002). This is mainly due to the fact that, since under RP contracts, the equilibrium wage is
independent of the weight on the rival’s profit (see Appendix, Section A.1), no “wage effect”
applies in this case.
Secondly (and more importantly), in relation to the optimal wage chosen by the central
union, we obtain that:

(33)

# w RP* = w PP* > w S*
$ S*
RP*
PP*
%w > w = w

if " < 0.781
otherwise

thus, unless products are strict substitutes, the union fixes a higher wage when firms adopt RP
!
instead of S incentive contracts. Furthermore, while under PP and RP contracts (in line with Dhillon
and Petrakis’ (2002) “wage rigidity result”) the equilibrium wage is independent of the degree of
product differentiation, when owners adopt S incentive schemes we have instead that:

(34)

"w S* >
>
> 2
0 $15# 2 + 52# + 28 0 $ # %
"# <
<
< 3

that is, except for the case when products are strong complements, the wage chosen by the central
!
union increases with γ. In other words, unless products are strong complements (for which the wage
decreases when the degree of complementarity decreases), the wage increases when the degree of
complementarity between products decreases and the degree of substitutability increases.
Finally, in relation to the other key outcomes, we get:
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(35)

%" RP* > " PP* > " S*
' RP*
> " S* > " PP*
'"
''" S* > " RP* > " PP*
& S*
PP*
> " RP*
'" > "
'" PP* > " S* > " RP*
'
'(" PP* > " RP* > " S*

if # < $0.884
if $ 0.884 < # < $0.575
if $ 0.575 < # < 0
if 0 < # < 0.781

#q RP* > q PP* > q S* if " < 0.781
;
$ RP*
S*
PP*
otherwise
%q > q > q

if 0.781 < # < 0.92
if # > 0.92

#%V RP* > V PP* > V S* if " < 0.781
;
$ RP*
S*
PP*
%&V
>V >V
otherwise

!

;

! RP*
PP*
S*
#%W
>W
>W
if " < 0.781
$ RP*
S*
PP*
%&W
>W >W
otherwise

according to which the following result can be stated.
!
!
Result 2. In an economy with an industry-wide (monopoly) union and product differentiation
(complements or substitutes), the following statements apply:
i)

in relation to the profitability of alternative incentive schemes, results are mixed. Profits
are larger (smaller) with RP contracts than without managerial delegation (or PP
contracts) whenever products are complements (substitutes). However, if products are
neither strong complements nor strong substitutes, firms make the highest profits
through sales delegation;

ii)

overall welfare, such as output (employment) and union utility, is always higher under
RP contracts than under both S and PP contracts.

In relation to the comparison between results with RP contracts and the no-delegation (or PP
contracts) case, note that part i) of the above result is in line with the literature (see, in particular,
Miller and Pazgal 2002). Obviously, this relates to the fact that, in such cases, the wage fixed by the
central union is independent of the extent of product differentiation and, importantly, is always the
same. Thus standard outcomes necessarily still apply.
By contrast, the possibility for firms to make the highest profits with sales delegation represents
a novel result. Clearly, this is due to the fact that (unless products are close substitutes) the wage
chosen by the union is lower when firms adopt S contracts. Furthermore, part ii) of Result 2
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confirms that the unconventional result of Section 3, namely overall welfare is higher under relative
profit delegation, holds true even if products are differentiated (complements or substitutes).19
Partly related to this, it is also worth noting that, when products are sufficient complements (γ < 0.575), shifting to RP contracts is Pareto improving, that is, agents involved (firms, union/workers
and consumers) all prefer RP contracts to the other “delegation solutions” considered here.20
4.2

Price competition

Now, we consider a model of differentiated duopoly where firms compete in prices i.e. a Bertrand
model. From (28) and its counterpart for firm j, we can write firm i’s product demand as:

(36)

qi ( pi , p j ) =

1" pi " # (1" p j )
.
1" # 2

In this context, the following equilibrium outcomes apply (see Section A.2 in the appendix
!
for derivations):

(37)

PP contracts:
1
1# $
1
$ ; " BPP* =
% 2;
w BPP* = " ; qBPP* =
2
2(2 " # )(1+ # )
4(2 # $ ) (1+ $ )
2
PP*

VB =

!

19

!

PP*
1
7 " 4#
$ 2; W B =
$2
2
2(2 " # )(1+ # )
4(2 " # ) (1+ # )
!

!

!

In a framework with product differentiation (substitutes only) and managerial delegation, but without

unions (i.e. exogenous production costs), Manasakis et al. (2010) show that overall welfare is always higher
under revenue delegation than relative profit delegation. Although they do not consider output delegation
explicitly, their results should imply a fortiori that the latter is always preferable to relative profit delegation
from an overall efficiency viewpoint.
20

Recall that, by assumption (see fn 13), managers are always constrained to their reservation utility, hence

they show no particular preference for one specific delegation scheme.
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(38)

S contracts: ( B " 14 + 2# 3 $ 5# 2 $ 7# )
S*
B

b

!

6 " 3# 2 + #
(" #1)(" 2 # " + 2)
1
(# $1)(# 2 $ # + 2)
S*
S*
$;
=
$ ; wB = " +
% ; qB =
2B(1+ # )
B
2
2B

"
!

!
(39)

!

S*
B

S*
(6 # 3$ 2 + $ )(10 + $ 3 #11$ ) 2
(6 " 3# 2 + # ) 2 (2 " # ) 2
=
% ; VB =
$ ;
4B 2 (1+ $ )
2B 2 (1+ # )
!
!
S*
(6 " 3# 2 + # )(50 + 8# 3 "17# 2 " 29# ) 2
WB =
$
4B 2 (1+ # )
!

RP contracts:
!
RP*
RP*
RP*
RP*
"
RP*
bB =
; w BRP* = w RP* ; qBRP* = q RP* ; " BRP* = " RP* ; V B = V ; W B = W
" #2

!
! can be made. Firstly, note
From!the outcomes !
summarised above,
the following
observations
!
that, under RP contracts, the market outcomes with quantity and price competition are the same.
This finding generalises Miller and Pazgal’s (2001) “equivalence result” to a three-stage delegation
game with centralised unionisation (endogenous production costs): in a duopoly delegation game, if
owners have sufficient control over their managers’ incentives, such as with an RP incentive
scheme, then equilibrium outcomes will be the same regardless of whether managers compete in
terms of price or quantity.
Furthermore, in relation to the optimal bonus weight b, we get:

(40)

#bBS* < 0 for any "
%
$ RP* >
<
0 if " 0
%&bB
<
>

which perfectly replicate, for this case, the results obtained by the literature without unionisation
!
(Fersthman and Judd 1987; Sklivas 1987; Miller and Pazgal 2002). Under S contracts, owners
penalise managers for sales. Thus managers that compete in terms of price behave less aggressively,
which also implies that equilibrium prices are higher than in the Bertrand model with profitmaximising firms (or PP contracts). Instead, under RP contracts, the results obtained under Cournot
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competition (see Section 4.1) are reversed when competition is in terms of price: managers become
more (less) aggressive when products are complements (substitutes).
In relation to the equilibrium wage, we find (in line with the “wage rigidity result”
prediction) that wages under PP and RP contracts replicate those obtained under Cournot
competition with both homogenous and differentiated products. Instead, the equilibrium wage with
S contracts depends on the degree of product differentiation and, more exactly, always increases
with γ.21 Moreover, with respect to RP (or PP) contracts, the wage chosen in equilibrium by the
central union under S contracts is always lower.
Finally, from the above findings we derive the following rankings in relation to key
variables:

(41)

%" BPP* > " BS* > " BRP*
' S*
'" B > " BPP* > " BRP*
& S*
RP*
PP*
'" B > " B > " B
'" RP* > " S* > " PP*
( B
B
B
#qBPP* > qBRP* > qBS*
$ PP*
S*
RP*
%qB > qB > qB

!

if # < $0.936
if $ 0.936 < # < 0
if 0 < # < 0.812

;

RP*
S*
#%V PP*
>VB >VB
B
$ PP*
RP*
%&V B > V S*
B >VB

if " < 0.732

;

otherwise

if # > 0.812
if " < 0.583
! ;
otherwise

RP*
S*
#%W PP*
>W B >W B
B
$ PP*
RP*
%&W B > W S*
B >W B

if " < 0.583

.

otherwise

Result 3. In an economy with an industry-wide (monopoly) union, product differentiation
!
!
(complements or substitutes) and price competition, the following statements hold true:
i)

in contrast with the results obtained under Cournot competition, profits are larger
(smaller) without managerial delegation (or PP contracts) than with RP contracts
whenever products are complements (substitutes). Instead, with respect to Cournot
competition, our results confirm that if products are neither strong complements nor
strong substitutes, firms make the highest profits through sales delegation;

21

By differentiating with respect to γ the equilibrium wage under sales delegation and Bertrand competition

(as defined above in (39)), we get that "w BS* / "# = (28 $ # 4 $ 26# 3 + 83# 2 $ 76# ) % /2B2 > 0 .

!
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ii)

overall welfare, such as output (employment) and union utility, is always higher without
managerial delegation (or PP contracts). In addition, when managerial delegation
applies, social welfare, output and union utility are only higher under sales delegation
than relative profit delegation when the degree of substitutability between products is
sufficiently high.

Given the previous analyses and discussions, Result 3 is quite intuitive. Note that, when
competition is in terms of price, sales (hence employment) are always penalised under S contracts.
Additionally, the wage chosen by the central union is always lower than the wage chosen under RP
(and PP) contracts. This explains why (when products are not strict substitutes), union utility and
overall welfare are lower yet profits are higher under sales delegation than RP contracts. However,
when products tend to become perfect substitutes (γ → 1), then: i) the bonus weight under S
contracts tends to zero, hence sales are no longer penalised; and ii) the negative wage differential
that applies under sales delegation with respect to other schemes tends to vanish. Thus, when γ is
sufficiently large, the previous findings are reversed.22
4.3

Move reversal

Finally, we extend the basic framework of Section 3 by assuming that the central union moves first.
In other words, with respect to the timing of events shown in Figure 1, t = 1 and t = 2 are reversed.
Although the sequence of moves as represented in Figure 1 reflects what has been generally
assumed in the literature (e.g. Szymanski 1994), there may be a different scenario in this framework
due to the pivotal role played by the union (as a common input monopoly supplier). In some
circumstances, the union may be able to exploit such a role and play a leader position in the threestage game, hence choosing the wage by taking firms’ owners behaviour (reaction functions) in
determining managerial bonuses into account.
22

Similar to the Cournot competition (and product differentiation) case, also under price competition there is

the possibility that all agents involved will prefer the same “delegation solution” although, with respect to the
Cournot case, this applies to a smaller range of product differentiation. Indeed, under price competition, all
agents prefer PP contracts/no-delegation solution (hence, shifting to this case is Pareto improving) only when
products are nearly perfect complements (γ < -0.936).
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In such a situation, consider first that the benchmark case without managerial delegation or
PP contracts, where t = 1 (in Figure 1) de facto does not apply, remains unchanged, hence the
results of Section 2.2 are still valid. The third stage of the game never changes, hence the
corresponding results under S and RP contracts of Section 3 also hold true. In this different context,
the following outcomes apply in equilibrium (see Section A.3 in the appendix for derivations):
(42)

PP contracts:
)
)
)
)
)
w PP* = w PP* ; q PP* = q PP* ; " PP* = " PP* ; V PP* = V PP* ; W PP* = W PP*

(43) ! S contracts:
!
!
!
!
) S* 1
)
)
1
1
1
1
8
)
)
)
b = " ; w S* = " ; q S* = " ; " S* = # 2 ; V S* = " 2 ; W S* = " 2
10
2
5
50
5
25
(44)
!

RP contracts:
!
!
!
!)
) RP!*
)
) RP*
) RP*
) RP*
RP*
RP*
RP *
RP*
= " ; V RP* = V RP* ; W RP* = W RP* .
b =b ; w =w ; q =q ; "

Note that
!
! not only are!the equilibrium
! results without
! managerial
! delegation (PP contracts)
unchanged compared to those of Section 3 (with owners moving at the first stage), but the same is
true also for results with RP contracts. This is because, as discussed in Section 3, the choice of
wages (by the union) and the choice regarding the bonus weight (by the owners) do not depend on
each other.
From the results summarised above the following rankings apply:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
q S* > q RP* > q PP* ; " PP* > " RP* > " S* ; w S* = w PP* = w RP* ; V S* > V RP* > V PP* ; W S* > W RP* > W PP*

!

according to which, the following result can be stated.
Result 4. When the union moves first in the three-stage delegation game in Section 3, we get that:
i)

in relation to profitability, results are (qualitatively) the same compared to the case
when the union moves second;
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ii)

the equilibrium wage chosen by the central union never depends on the incentive scheme
chosen by the owners (nor does whether or not the managerial delegation applies);

iii)

unlike when the union moves second, workers as well as society as a whole are better off
under sales delegation than under RP contracts.

Under this alternative scenario, and in contrast with the results obtained in our basic framework
of Section 3, the “standard” outcomes are all restored. Sales delegation performs worse than relative
profit delegation in terms of profitability, while the reverse holds true from the viewpoint of
consumers, workers (union) and society as a whole. This is mainly because the unconventional
outcome of Section 3, i.e. that output is lower under S contracts, no longer applies. In addition the
wage chosen by the central union under sales delegation is no longer higher than the wage set when
firms adopt RP contracts. Indeed, there is now only one wage chosen in equilibrium by the union,
which is completely unrelated to the incentive scheme chosen by firms, and nor is it related to
whether or not firms delegate output decisions to managers. In other words, Dhillon and Petrakis’
(2002) “wage rigidity result” is completely restored when union moves first, i.e. it plays the leader
role in the three-stage game.
Finally, also note that, since union utility under RP (and PP) contracts is the same regardless of
whether it moves first or second, a corollary of Result 4 (see in particular point iii) is that a central
union is actually able to exploit its leader position in the three-stage game (so as to increase its
utility) only when owners adopt sales delegation.

5

Conclusion

We have studied how, in a duopoly product market, managerial delegation schemes interact with
the wage decisions taken by a central (industry-wide) union in the labour market. We have analysed
a model where, at the first stage, the owners optimally choose a delegation contract for their
managers, which may be a sales delegation or relative profit type. In the second stage, the union
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fixes the wages for all (non-managerial) workers in the industry; and finally, in the third stage,
managers compete in the product market.
Interestingly, the results proved to be more variegated compared to those obtained in the
managerial delegation literature, where firm production costs are assumed to be exogenously given.
In fact, the literature has shown that in equilibrium owners are always better off (i.e. profits are
higher) under relative profit delegation and the reverse holds true for consumers and society as a
whole (i.e. consumer surplus and social welfare are higher under sales delegation). In contrast, we
have highlighted that when production costs are endogenous (i.e. the wage is set by a central union)
both firms’ profitability and welfare outcomes may be higher under both sales delegation and
relative profit delegation. This depends on various factors such as the degree of product
differentiation and the competition regime in the product market.

Appendix
A.1

Derivation of equilibrium outcomes in Section 4.1 (product differentiation and

quantity competition)
PP contracts:
Under PP contracts (or in the case without delegation), product differentiation and quantity
competition, in stage 3, firm i maximises its profits taking (28) into account. In such a case, the
corresponding equations for (7) and (8) in Section 2.2 (i.e. for homogeneous products) are,
respectively:

(A1)

qi (q j ,w) =

(A2)

qi (w) =

1" #q j " w
2

1" w
.
2+#

!
!
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By substituting for (A2) in (4) and maximising with respect to w, we get the equilibrium
wage. Finally, by substituting back, we derive the other equilibrium outcomes as defined, for this
case, in Section 4.1.
S contracts:
Under S contracts, product differentiation and quantity competition, in stage 3, manager i
maximises u i = " i + bi qi taking (28) into account. In this case, the corresponding equations for steps
(12) to (16) in Section 3.1 with homogeneous products become, respectively:

!
(A3)

qi (q j ,w,bi ) =

1" #q j " w + bi
2

(A4)

qi (w,bi ,b j ) =

(2 " # )(1" w) + 2bi " #b j
4 "#2

!

(A5)

w(bi ,b j ) =
!

2" + bi + b j
4

[(4 # 2$ )% + (6 + $ )b # (2 + 3$ )b ][(4 # 2$ )% + (4$
" (b ,b ) =
16( 4 # $ )
(4" # 6" # 8" + 8)$ # (4 # 6" # 7" + 4" )b
b (b ) =
i

(A6)

i

!

i

j

2

+ $ #10)bi # (2 + 3$ )b j ]

2 2

3

(A7)
!

j

2

3

2

j

i

j

3

2

4 " + 25" # 4 " # 60

from which, taking the (symmetric) reaction function of owner j into account, we obtain the
!
equilibrium bonus weight as defined in (30). Then, by substituting back we get the other
equilibrium outcomes.
RP contracts:
Under RP contracts, product differentiation and quantity competition, in stage 3, manager i
maximises u i = " i # bi" j taking (28) into account. In this case, the corresponding equations for (20)
and (21) in Section 3.2 are, respectively:

!
(A8)

qi (q j ,w,bi ) =

1" #q j (1" bi ) " w
2

!
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(A9)

qi (w,bi ,b j ) =

(1" w)[2 " # (1" bi )]
.
4 " # 2 (1" bi )(1" b j )

In the second stage, after substitution of (A9) and the corresponding expression for j, the
!
union unilaterally chooses a uniform wage by maximising (4), which leads to:

(A10)

1
w = ".
2

Since the wage decision by the union only depends on the reservation wage (i.e. such a
!
decision is exogenous from the owner's viewpoint), our analysis of the owner's decision with regard
to the optimal bonus weight clearly parallels Miller and Pazgal (2002), and gives the same result
(Miller and Pazgal 2002, Proposition 11; see also Manasakis et al. 2010, Appendix A.2). By
substituting (A9) and (A10) in firm i’s profit equation and maximising with respect to bi, we get:

(A11)

!
(A12)

bi (b j ) =

" (2 # " )(1# b j )
.
4 # " (2 + " )(1# b j )

Taking bi = bj into account, we solve (A11) with respect to bi ∈ (-1, 1), which leads to:

bi =

"
.
2+"

Substituting back, we derive the other equilibrium outcomes as defined, for this case, in
!
Section 4.1.
A.2

Derivation of equilibrium outcomes in Section 4.2 (price competition)
PP contracts:
Under PP contracts/no-delegation case and price competition, in stage 3, firm i maximises

its profits with respect to its own price taking (36) into account. This leads to the following:
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1" # (1" p j ) + w
2

(A13)

pi ( p j ,w) =

(A14)

pi (w) =

1" # + w
2"#

!
(A15)

qi (w) =

1" w
.
(1+ # )(2 " # )

!

By substituting for (A15) in (4) and maximising with respect to w, we get the equilibrium
!
wage as defined in (37). Finally, by substituting back we derive the other equilibrium outcomes for
this case.
S contracts:
Under S contracts and price competition, in stage 3, manager i maximises u i = " i + bi qi with
respect to pi taking (36) into account. This leads to the following:

(A16)

1" # (1" p j ) + w " bi
pi ( p j ,w,bi ) =
2

(A17)

pi (w,bi ,b j ) =

!

(A18)

qi (w,bi ,b j ) =

!

!

(2 + " )w + 2(1# bi ) # "b j # " (1+ " )
4 #"2

(" 2 + " # 2)w # "bi + (2 # " 2 )(1+ b j )

(1# " )(4 # " )
2

2

.

In stage 2, the union maximises (4) taking (A18) and the corresponding for j into account,
!
which leads to:

(A19)

!

w(bi ,b j ) =

2" + bi + b j
.
4

By substituting for (A17), (A18) and (A19) in firm i’s profit equation, we obtain:
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(A20)

[(4 # 2$
" (b ,b ) =
i

i

2

j

# 2$ )% + (6 # $ 2 + $ )bi # (2 # $ 2 + 3$ )b j ][(4 # 2$ 2 # 2$ )% # (10 # $ 2 # $ )bi # (2 # $ 2 + 3$ )b j ]
16(1# $ 2 )( 4 # $ 2 )

2

and maximising (at stage 1) with respect to bi, we get the following reaction function for owner i:
!

[(4 " 2#
b (b ) =

(A21)

i

j

2

]

" 2# )$ " (2 " # 2 + 3# )b j (# 2 " # + 2)

(3#

2

" # " 6)(10 " # " # )
2

.

Taking the (symmetric) reaction function of owner j into account, we get the equilibrium
!
bonus weight as defined in (38). Finally, by substituting back we get the other equilibrium
outcomes.
RP contracts:
Under RP contracts and price competition, in stage 3, manager i maximises u i = " i # bi" j
with respect to pi taking (36) into account. This leads to the following:

(A22)

pi ( p j ,w,bi ) =

(A23)

pi (w,bi ,b j ) =

!
(A24)
!

qi (w,bi ,b j ) =

!

1" # [1" p j (1" bi ) " wbi ] + w
2

2 + (2 + " )w # bi [" (1# w # " )] + b j " 2 w(1# bi ) # " (1+ " )
4 # " 2 (1# bi )(1# b j )

(1" w)[2 + # + #b j (1+ # " #bi )]
(1+ # )[ 4 " # 2 (1" bi )(1" b j )]

.

After substitution of (A24) and the corresponding expression for j, the union unilaterally
!
chooses a uniform wage at the second stage of the game by maximising (4), which leads to:

(A25)

1
w = ".
2

!
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Similar to the discussion in Section A.1 regarding this case, since the wage decision is
exogenous from the owners viewpoint, our analysis regarding the optimal bonus weight by owners
agrees with Miller and Pazgal (2002), and gives the same result (Miller and Pazgal 2002,
Proposition 9). By substituting for (A24) and (A25) in firm i’s profit equation and maximising with
respect to bi, we get:

(A26)

bi (b j ) =

" (2 + " )(1# b j )
4 + " (2 # " )(1# b j )

and, taking bi = bj into account, we get only one solution for bi ∈ (-1, 1):
!
(A27)

bi =

"
.
" #2

Substituting back, we derive the other equilibrium outcomes as defined, for this case, in
!
Section 4.2.
A.3

Derivation of equilibrium outcomes in Section 4.3 (moves reversal)

In order to derive equilibrium results for this case, note first that the case without managerial
delegation or PP contracts does not change with respect to the case where the union moves second,
hence the equilibrium results obtained in Section 2.2 still apply. On the other hand, the equilibrium
outcomes obtained for S contracts and RP contracts need to be reconsidered. However, since a
move reversal refers to t = 1 and t = 2, the third stage of the game remains unchanged for these
cases too. Hence, using backward induction, we can start the analyses of this section taking the
stage 3 sub-game equilibrium into account as obtained, respectively, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
S contracts:
Taking (13) into account, now at stage 2 owners choose the bonus weights to maximise
profits which, in relation to firm i, are:
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(A28)

!

(A29)

" i (w,bi ,b j ) =

(1# w # bi # b j )(1# w + 2bi # b j )
.
9

Maximising (A28) and solving for bi, we get:

bi =

1" w
.
5

Taking (A29) (and bi = bj) into account, substituting (13) in (4) and maximising with respect
!
to w, we get the optimal choice by the union at the first stage and, by substituting back, the other
equilibrium outcomes as defined, for this case, in Section 4.3.
RP contracts:
Taking (21) into account, now at stage 2 owners choose the bonus weights to maximise
profits which, in relation to firm i, are:

(A30)

" i (w,bi ,b j ) =

[1# w + bi (1# w)][1# w # bib j (1# w)]

[3 + b + b (1# b )]
i

!

(A31)

j

2

.

i

Maximising (A30) and solving for bi, we get:

bi (b j ) =

1" b j
1+ 3b j

which replicates (23) of Section 3.2 i.e. under RP contracts the optimal choice by owners does not
!
depend on whether they move first or second and there is a unique symmetric equilibrium for bi = bj
= 1/3. Substituting for (21) in (4) and maximising with respect to the wage, we get the optimal
choice by the union in the first stage. Finally, by substituting back, we also get the other equilibrium
outcomes for this case.
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